


With the fast.LANE® brand identity, the German fiber optic cable 

specialist Sachsenkabel presents a tailor-made range of products 

and services for reliable transmission of audio and video data in 

event technology, broadcast and content delivery. 

With fast.LANE® fiber optic cabling solutions you are ready for 

tomorrows challenges now. More than 25 years of experience 

with the development and production of fiber optic cabling 

systems for critical applications and our passion for quality 

without compromise are the deciding factors for success in 

future-proof media technology. Together with our customers 

from event technology, broadcast and stage, we create reliable 

cabling systems to wow the audience with unique experiences 

again and again. 

Visit our website for product news, interesting blog articles and 

up-to-date event tips.
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F I B E R  O P T I C S  -  T H E  C O N S T A N T  I N  D I G I T A L 

T R A N S F O R M A T I O N  Digital transformation not only affects 

production and industry but it has also inspired the media and event 

industry for several years. Developments such as VR, UHD/4K or Over-the-

Top services make for new and profitable business models, yet they increase 

the pressure for innovation.

All new media standards have one thing in common: they require new 

flexibility in content transmission as well as bandwidth that cannot be 

realized with the usual digital technology. Copper-based systems still define 

the routines in studios and in event technology. Meanwhile, the future is 

going IP-based with scalable fiber optic infrastructures that can rise to the 

new challenges of media technology.



In the future, comprehensive application of fiber optic systems will belong 

to the basic skills of imaging engineers and event technicians, defining the 

daily routines. Optical fibers overcome the strict distance restrictions of 

copper systems, they transport nearly unlimited bandwidth and they have 

high signal stability with minimal transmission latency. 

New fiber optic technologies, such as bending optimized fibers or 

Expanded-Beam connectors facilitate the use and increase the reliability of 

image and sound transmission systems in realtime live applications. 





T H E  F A S T . L A N E ® P H I L O S O P H Y  Media and event technology is 

developing at breathtaking speeds. Hybrid cabling systems, IP technology 

and competing standards are on the rise. At the same time, the number of 

endpoints as well as the demand for general signal quality are increasing. 

Audio and video data must be transported over longer distances and still 

meet the specifications. Fiber optic cabling systems have established their 

position as a perfect medium for the modern world of entertainment. 

The fast.LANE® system comprises custom-made fiber optic solutions 

for studio installations and for tough festival applications. All fast.LANE® 

products are adaptable to customer specifications and will be delivered with 

individual measuring protocols.

Our brand’s claim “How to broadcast” is question and statement at once. 

The fast.LANE® portfolio is continuously broadening and reacts flexibly to 

market developments. If you have tricky technical problems to solve, our 

engineering team will gladly offer help and support. 

fast.LANE® offers: 

  Cabling systems with fiber optic- and SMPTE-compliant LEMO hybrid connectors (311M/304M-Bulkheads)

  Pre-assembled plastic or metal cable drums, optional with patch panel

  Robust junction boxes for all common connector formats

  Pre-assembled FO cables for indoor and outdoor use with up to 144 fibers

  Versions in tactical quality with dirt resistant Expanded Beam connectors (HMA) 





V I D E O  Exciting sports events, live events and on-site reporting 

are the ultimate challenges in the run for shares and for selling 

airtime. Especially in live broadcast, standards for production 

teams and hardware are being pushed because nowadays 

data-extensive added features such as 4K UHD, 3D streams 

and interactive media are integral parts of up-to-date media 

productions. 

The growing part of fiber optic infrastructure within the 

production network is paramount for the adaption of new 

standards. Fiber optic connections are ideal for applications in the 

field. They outrange distance restrictions of copper-based signal 

transmission by far while offering outstanding robustness against 

temperature change, dirt, moisture or tensile strain. 

In addition to connecting high-res cameras to the outside 

broadcast vehicle using mobile fiber optic cable drums, access to 

local PoPs of teleports or broadcast centers can be realized with 

weather resistant FO junction boxes by fast.LANE® 

E V E N T - C A B L I N G  O U T D O O R  ( V I D E O )

 Pre-assembled Cable Drum SMPTE with LEMO 3K.93C PUW-FUW

 Pre-assembled SMPTE-cable with LEMO 3K.93C FMW-PUW



A U D I O  For image transmission it will still take a couple of 

years, for audio and sound systems it is already common use: the 

rise of IP technology. Digital formats promise excellent dynamic 

range as well as flexible routing options enabling live concerts in 

studio quality today. Together with high-performance fiber optic 

cabling, hundreds of high-fidelity channels can be transmitted 

over a single fiber optic connection using Audio-over-IP. Even 

critical factors, such as crosstalk, ground loops and other sources 

of electromagnetic disturbance, are relics of the past thanks to 

fiber optic technology.



 Junction Box with Media Converter RJ45-Expanded Beam Connector 

 Pre-assembled Cable Drum Expanded Beam Connector 

 Junction Box Expanded Beam Connector - LC for 19” Rack Mounting 

 Patchcord LC-LC to connect to Switch with SFP-Slot 

E V E N T - C A B L I N G  O U T D O O R  ( A U D I O )



S T U D I O - N E T W O R K  The general adoption of the HD-SDI 

standard 25 years ago has started a change in studio technology 

that is sill ongoing today - a technological evolution rather than a 

revolution, compared to the rapid change of the IT industry. But 

also in media production, the innovation cycles have become 

ever shorter due to higher audience expectations, general cost 

pressure and the rise of new media products. 



Fiber optic systems already meet the demand for format-

independent, scalable physical platforms for future media 

transmission. Advanced optic technology, such as wavelength 

multiplexing(xWDM) makes backbone bitrates of 40/100G or 

even 400G possible without major adjustments to the fiber optic 

cabling. 

Fiber optic systems make scalable studio network capacity 

available for ever faster technological and economic 

developments in the long run. 

The standards UHD 4K and ATSC 3.0 are technical developments 

for broadcast companies that will definitely show the 

performance limits of conventional studio infrastructures. High-

performance fiber optic systems will become an important factor 

for the future. They support increased flexibility for previous value 

added chains by enabling production companies and broadcast 

stations to move literally boundless data volumes within the 

production hierarchy, thus using technical and personal resources 

at the best. 

 Patch Box LC for 19” Rack Mounting (central network node) 

 Pre-assembled Cable drum LC - LC 

 Patchcord LC-LC 

 Junction Box with Media Converter RJ45 - LC for 19” Rack Mounting 

S T A R  C A B L I N G  ( N E T W O R K ) 



R E N T A L  You need ready-for-use FO cable drums for stage, concert or broadcast productions 

and time is of the essence? No problem. fast.LANE® delivers rental metal or lightweight plastic 

cable drums in almost no time. Prior to every deployment, all components go through visual 

and technical checks and will be delivered with an individual test certificate. Depending on the 

intended use, all adaptors and patchcords can be included. Express delivery is also available for 

an extra charge. Packed in a stage box, the cable drums will arrive at their destination on the next 

day. 

 R E P A I R  Fiber optic components by fast.LANE® are sturdy and manufactured with 

extraordinary quality. However, in the rough outdoor use, plug connections may get dirty or 

fibers may get damaged. Our fast.LANE® repair service guarantees short reaction times to get 

your fiber optic equipment back to work ASAP. In just a few days you will have your cable 

drum or junction box back - expertly repaired, checked and tested. In case of fixed installations 

(studios, production areas) we will provide you with technicians who will splice or reconfigure 

your FO connections. 

 R E F I T  The quality of your cabling cannot keep up with your demands? The transmission rates 

are just not good enough anymore for ever-rising standards? Our fast.LANE® refit service is the 

solution. Refit means replacing, modernizing or upgrading your equipment to state-of-the-art 

technology. Our experts will examine and check your existing cabling for future functionality. On 

this basis, we will show you how to optimize your complete system. We are flexible in order to 

prevent long downtimes for you – the refit service can be carried out in our production facilities 

or directly on site.

F A S T . L A N E ® A C A D E M Y  The  fast.LANE®  Academy passes 

on practical expertise around proper application and handling 

of fiber optic technology for broadcast and event industry. The 

trainings deal with physical basics of fiber optic technology and 

give an overview of connectors, fiber types and link distances 

as well as the different cable types for indoor and outdoor use. 

Topics like Expanded-Beam technology for rough environments 

and proper use of reelable cables are particularly interesting for 

the broadcast sector. An additional workshop with hands-on-

coaching teaches professional cleaning of fiber optic systems. 

The workshops can be held at the customer’s site or in our 

factory in connection with a tour of our production facilities. 

 

Q U A L I T Y  A N D  E N G I N E E R I N G  The production of 

fast.LANE®-components is integrated in a quality management 

system certified according to DIN EN ISO 9001:2008. Internal 

and external auditors regularly check our production and testing 

processes. In addition to that, an independent and accredited 

third party testing laboratory is permanently monitoring our 

high production quality. As part of our Application Engineering, 

experienced technicians and engineers will support you in 

technical challenges or in realizing special fiber optic solutions for 

broadcast, studio and stage technology. 





LWL-Sachsenkabel GmbH 
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